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Abstract

As the volume of data and computational requirements of

modern information retrieval systems continue to expand, it

is inevitable that parallel systems will be necessary to meet

these demands. In this research, we provide a conceptual

model of a reconfigurable parrdlel information retrieval sys-

tem in a multicomputer environment. We develop strategies

for scheduling queries in such systems, provide simulation

results for implementing these strategies u rider various dif-

ferent theoretical situations, and present an analytical model

of the system behavior.

1 Introduction

The complexity and size of modern problems continues to

challenge the limits of even the most powerful serial com-

puters. This fact dictates the need for parallel solutions to

computational problems in almost every discipline. The field

of information retrieval is one such domain. Contemporary

databases and knowledgebases often cent tin gigabytes, even

terabytes, of information. Searching such databases using

traditional sequential machines is at best impractical and

certainly will not provide satisfactory performance for in-

teractive systems. Multicomputer environrnents can poten-

tially provide the required performance for such information

retrieval systems. Further, reconfigurable ]parzdlel architec-

tures which offer the capability to dynamically group avail-

able processors can most effectively match processing power

to information retrieval requirements.

Exploiting these capabilities to the fullest extent is nei-

ther simple nor straightforward. This particular work is

part of a larger effort to develop a RIME (Retrieval of In-

formation from a Multiprocessor Engine) prototype which

will provide superior information retrieval performance in a

reconfigurable, multicomputer environment. Specifically, we

are concerned with developing cptimal reconfiguration/query

scheduling strategies for parallel information retrieval sys-

tems on a hypercube multicomputer.

We consider a problem which arises as reconfigurable

parallel architectures are applied to parallel information re-
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trieval ~a91, ba:92, fr:91] where the volume of queries will

make it necessary to optimize the reconfiguration strategy.

Possible solutions to parallel and distributed problems of

this nature are discussed in [fr:94, ki:94, se:94]. In this effort,

we consider a more explicit notion of reconfiguring available

processors to match the demands of each job. We design and

test, via simulation, several reconfiguration strategies which

can be used for efficient processing in such systems. We also

discuss possible approaches to the deeper underlying prob-

lem. We presume that there are broad classes of queries for

which one particular architecture is better than another. We

show that failure to change the interconnection structure of

an architecture from time to time may result in unbounded

queues, which can be reduced or eliminated by a sensible

reconfiguration policy. Fin ally, we address the question of

how a system might learn to classify the queries with regard

to architecture. Such a classification is presumed known in

the present discussion.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion 2 identifies our research hypothesis. Section 3 is an

overview of parallel reconfigurable information retrieval sys-

tems and section 4 provides a background of reconfigurable

systems in general. Section 5 introduces the computational

requirements of boolean retrieval as they relate to our prob-

lem. In sections 6 and 7, we describe the simulation and

discuss results under a variety of different situations. In

section 8, we develop a analytical model of how the system

should behave and contrast this theoretical model with the

simulation results. Section 9 explains our future plans and

research extensions to this work.

2 Research Hypothesis

We propose that the relationship between the query arrival

rate and the query processing rate in a parallel informa-

tion retrieval system results in four possible cases. In the

first case, the demand on the system is very low relative to

the processing rate and both switching and non-switching

strategies provide acceptable performance. At the opposite

extreme, the query arrival rate could saturate the system

such that the queues of waiting queries grow without bound

and neither strategy provides acceptable performance. Fur-

ther, we acknowledge that there exist situations in which

the overhead of reconfiguration is not justified and non-

switching strategies will provide superior performance. Fi-

nally, our efforts in this project are motivated by the hypoth-

esis that there exist certain system load conditions in which

simple, heuristic, reconfiguration strategies will yield accept-

able performance while non-switching strategies will result
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in system saturation and unbounded queue lengths. Our

purpose istoidentify the conditions that result in this situ-

ation and to develop and test reconfiguration strategies for

peak system performance in such cases. Further, we intend

to develop an analytical model that will suggest optimal

(possibly non-unique) switching strategies under particular

oper~ting conditions.

3 Parallel Reconfigurable Information Retrieval Sys-
tems

Information retrieval systems typically consisting of three

levels: the user interface (level 1), the query manager (level

2), and the parallel processors (level 3). In this work, we

are primarily concerned with developing techniques for op-

timizing the activities completed at Level 2. At this level,

the system must be capable of identifying and reacting to

queries received from the users. Similar documents in a

parallel information retrieval system are typically retrieved

as a group from secondary storage. These groupings can

vary greatly in size resulting in increased computational re-

quirements. Different collections are required (relevant) for

different queries. Additionally, more complex queries often

contain significantly more terms or involve more intricate

boolean comparisons. As the number of terms and com-

parisons increase, so do the computational requirements for

solving the query. Consequently, scheduling a query for ef-

ficient processing can require system reconfiguration to de-

vote the proper processing power to the job and avoid a

significant processing pen alt y.

Reconfigurable architectures can potentially offer greatly

increased capabilities and complexities compared to tradi-

tional multiprocessor systems. Innovative design, analysis,

and implementation techniques are required to deal with

these complexities and to benefit from these capabilities. We

now provide the necessary background information and gen-

eral definitions assumed throughout the remainder of this

paper.

4 Reconfigurable Systems

4.1 Background

Reconfiguration is generally used in systems for two rea-

sons: (1) to map a problem to an architecture [ya:85, si:92]

and (2) to provide fault tolerance ~e:87, li:91]. We con-

sider a Reconfigurable Parallel Information Retrieval Sys-

tem consisting of several processors with access to a com-

mon data store and an interconnection network which can

be configured, via software, to map a problem to an archi-

tecture. The system receives and processes broad classes of

queries to the database. We define class so that it corre-

sponds to running much better on one configuration than

another. Therefore, one particular architecture will pro-

vide superior performance for each different class of queries.

This situation is similar to one which is often found in pub-

lications concerned with solving the “job shop” problem

[ew:90, fi:92, we:92]. Various reconfiguration strategies can

be found in literature dealing with queuing systems and sim-

ulations [ba:75, kl:75, kn:92]. Some possible options are:

never reconfigure, reconfigure to match every query received,

or queue queries that do not match the current architecture

and reconfigure the system, based on some switching rule,

to process queries waiting in the queue. Our main inter-

est is the latter situation, and we develop simple switch-

ing rules to provide improved query processing performance

Architecture O Architecture 1
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Architecture 3

e

Figure 1: Simulation Architecture,

based on different operating conditions. Simple switching

rules are advocated since the processing overhead that they

impose is relatively low compared to more elaborate strate-

gies. Further, we provide an analytical model of the system

that can be used to ‘(tune’’ our switching rules to optimize

performance.

4.2 Simulation Architecture

To test possible switching strategies, we developed a sim-

ulated Reconfigurable Parallel Information Retrieval Sys-

tem, based on the model introduced in [wo:94], which can be

configured into four possible architectures. We assume that

three classes of queries can be received by the system. These

classes are broadly defined as simple, moderate, and com-

plex respectively, and we assume that the class of a query

is known when it arrives at the system. We base our simu-

lated architecture on a hypercube multicomputer with eight

nodes (processors) each having separate memory and access

to a common data store. A simple model is used to allow us

to focus on the effects of the switching paradigm rather than

on the architecture aspects. In the h ypercube environment,

the available nodes can be configured into ‘{cubes” of size I

to P where P is the number of available processors (P = 8 in

our simulation). We define four possible architectures based

on different configurations of the eight available processors.

Figure 1 shows these architectures. Notice that each archi-

tecture consists of one or more cubes or cells. If the size

of the cell matches the complexity of the query, we assume

the query can be efficiently processed by that particular cell.

As mentioned earlier, we define three classes of queries that

we expect will be received by the system: Type O - simple,

Type 1- moderate, and Type 2- complex. We assume that

the simple queries require little processing power and can

be efficiently satisfied using a cell with 2 nodes. A complex

query requires a cell containing all 8 nodes, and a moder-

ate query can be efficiently processed on a cell containing 4

nodes.

5 Boolean Systems as an Example

Boolean retrieval represents a well-known specific example

of the general formulation. The evaluation function x(g, d)

is defined by applying the compound characteristic function

defined by the terms in the query, to the set of terms used

to represent the document. Thus, if the term combination
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tl AND t2 appears in the query, the corresponding charac-

teristic functions are multiplied to define m.

7r(q, d) = Xt, (d) x ~t2(d) (1)

The ordered set L is simply the set {0,1}, with the total or-

der 1>0. The extension to fuzzy sets replaces the product

by the minimum, and the ordered set L becomes the unit

interval [0,1]. In this situation it is known that the most effi-

cient computation is by means of an “inverted file”. This is

a data structure which constructs, for each term t not a stop

word, a file of documents Dt = {d : t(d) = 1}. In a parallel

computation scheme, these several files willl be distributed

over the nodes of the system. The basic computational op-

erations conducted on these files are the formation of the

intersection and the union. If all the files are sorted, which

is clearly optimal, both of these computations have com-

plexity O(rn + n), where m is the length of the longer file,

and n is the length of the shorter file. But the coefficients,

in determining the number of compute cyclles, or the total

time required for the computation, depend on where the files

are located. Let c, be the time of the unit comparison and

move, when the files are located at the same node. Then,

for both files at the same node, the time is

ts(m, n) = cs(m + n) (2)

If the two files are located at different nodes, then the

cost is increased by a communication term, which is, opti-

mally, applied only to the shorter file. Let 1 represent the

link structure which is established between the two nodes,

and let c1 represent the time required to move a single file

element across those links. Then the time for comparison

when the files are not on the same node is

tl(m, n) = t.s(rn, n) + cin (3)

Clearly this is greater than t,.The situaticm described re-
lates to a distributed database but is directly analogous to

a common data store in which multiple clusters are accessed

in a complex query.

The terms which appear in a query will, therefore, deter-

mine how long it takes to process. If all of the terms have

files located at the same node, the processing will be quicker

than if they are not. When there are severrd nodes, the ar-

chitecture can be varied, to change the linlk path between

particular pairs of nodes. Thus, if the files relevant to a par-

ticular query are divided between two nodes, the retrieval

will be quickest when the link between those two nodes is as

short as possible. Once that architecture is established, it

makes sense to process all the pending queries for which it

is optimal, and to do so with new arrivals until the backlog

of deferred queries becomes too large.

6 A Multi-Class Simulation

6.1 General Situation

We define a parallel information retrieval system which has

four possible configurations. Depending on the type of query

received, one configuration will be superior over the other

in terms of processing time per query. In particular, type O

queries can be best processed when the system is in archi-
tecture O or architecture 3. Type 1 queries can be best pro-

cessed in architecture 1 or architecture 3, and type 2 queries

can be most efficiently processed only in architecture 2. The

processing demand and data accessed by a particular type of

query directly determines the degree of match between that

type of query and a particular architecture. For example,

we state that type 1 queries can be best processed in archi-

tecture 1 or architecture 3 since each of these architectures

contain cells with 4 nodes (a type 1 query is most efficiently

processed using 4 nodes). Upon receipt of a query, the sys-

tem can immediately determine the type of the query based

on accessed data volume and stated resource demands. Con-

sequently, the best configuration for processing the query is

also known. The disposition of an incoming query depends

upon the type of the query and the current system config-

uration. If the query type matches the configuration of the

system and the type of the next available cell, it is scheduled

for processing, otherwise, it is placed in a queue.

6.2 System Reconfiguration Strategy

The decision to reconfigure the system and process queued

queries can be determined by a variety of switching strate-

gies. We present results in this paper based on three differ-

ent switching strategies.

●

●

●

Rule a. If the queue of queries not matching the cur-

rent architecture exceeds some threshold, then recon-

figure the system and process some portion (possibly

all) of the waiting tasks. The motivation for this rule is

to ensure that queue lengths and job processing times

are controlled.

Rule b. If a type 2 query arrives, then switch to archi-

tecture 2 and process that arrival immediately (non-

preemptive). The motivation for this rule is to model

a situation where critical or high priority queries ex-

ist. In such an environment, our objective would be

to limit, or eliminate, the delay experienced by these

high priority queries.

Rule c. If a qneue contains a waiting query that has-..
experienced an unacceptable delay penalty, then re-

configure the system and process some portion (pos-

sibly all) of the waiting tasks. The delay penalty is

computed as a function of time t that the query has

been in the queue (e.g., M, tz,etc.)

To judge the benefit of system reconfiguration, we pro-

vide results in which dynamic reconfiguration is not possible.

In this case, the system is “locked” in one of the four possi-

ble architectures. In the non-switching condition, we assume

that all queries are processed on a first-come-first-served ba-

sis. While those queries that do not match the architecture

can be satisfied, if the size of the processing cell is smaller

than required, processing will be slower.

6.3 Arrival Streams

We assume that the arrival rate of queries to the system fol-

lows a poisson distribution. We generated numerous arrival

streams representing different system load conditions. Using

these arrival streams, we conducted simulations under three

general situations: (1) All types of queries arrive at the same

rate. This can be represented by the triplet (z, z, z), where

each value in the triplet represents the arrival rate for each

type of query; (2) Simple queries arrive very infrequently

(10.0, z, x), where 10.0> z; and (3) moderate and complex

queries arrive very infrequently (z, 10.0, 10.0), where again

10.0> z.
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6.4 Simulation Parameters and Measures of Perfor-
mance

Query processing times are also assumed to be exponentially

distributed. However, the mean processing time depends on

both the system configuration and the type of query being

processed. In general, we assume linear speedup such that

a query which requires 4 nodes (moderate) wonld require

twice as long to process on 2 nodes. Naturally, reconfigu-

ration of the system is not without cost and we assume a

system reconfiguration time based on the number of proces-

sors affected by the reconfiguration. Finallyj we stop the

simulation after a total of 2000 queries have been delayed in

the queue.

We use several measures of performance for this simu-

lated system which are described in detail by ~a:91]. The

primary performance measures and simulation parameters

we use are:

~ - expected task delay in the queue,

@ - expected number of tasks in the queue, and

fi - expected proportion of time the system is busy.

The derivation of these measures is shown below:

where d, is the delay in queue of the ith task.

1 J
tstop

~=—
tstop ~

qt dt

where q~ is the queue length at time t.

(4)

(5)

(6)

where

bt =

{

1 if system is busy

O if system is not busy

7 Simulation Results

As in [wo:94], we present and discuss the results of simula-

tions based on different operating conditions and different

switching strategies. In this effort, we provide experimental

results rising addition al, more varied reconfiguration rules.

Each sub-section that follows describes the situation mod-

eled and the simulation results. In each case, we use the

same set of rules to determine when to reconfigure the sys-

tem. Specifically, we test the three switching strategies de-

scribed above as Rule a, Rule b, and Rule c. For Rule a

and Ru/e c we used a value of 10 as the threshold to trigger
reconfiguration. For Rule b, reconfiguration is controlled

by the arrival of a type 2 query regardless of the state of

any other system variables. We apply these switching rules

under three different operating conditions: (1) all types of

jobs arrive at the same rate; (2) simple jobs arrive very in-

frequently; and (3) moderate and complex jobs arrive very

infrequently. Under each proposed operating condition, we

test arrival streams which represent very low to very high

processing demands on the system. As a measure of the

value of system reconfiguration, we compare the system per-

formance when switching is used to the system performance

when the system is locked in one of the four architectures

and no reconfiguration is possible. We use the average task

delay in queue as our measure of performance for this com-

parison.

Table 1 shows the relative performance of the switching

strategies compared to the non-switching mode under vari-

ous levels of processing demand. The table is divided into

three sections (A, B, and C) where each section corresponds

to one of the three operating conditions mentioned above.

Each row of the table represents a particular system pro-

cessing demand. This is identified by an arrival rate triplet

which lists the arrival rate for type O, type 1, and type 2
queries respectively. Each cell in the table shows the aver-

age query delay in queue when switching is used compared

to the average query delay in queue when no switching is

used (d,ti,t.~,~~/d~~~ -.~,t.~,~,). For example, the first col-
umn in the table lists the relative performance of switching
Rule a compared to non-switching when the system is locked

in architecture O, the second column lists the same results

when the non-switching architecture is 3, etc. Note that four

columns are displayed for each switching rule and that the

non- swit thing architecture columns are listed in order O, 3,
1, 2 in order to highlight situations when switching is most

beneficial. This is shown by the shaded cells which have a

value less than 1.0.

7.1 All Types Arrive at the Same Rate

Table 1A shows that switching rules a and c can often pro-

vide better performance during periods of high demand on

the system. Note that switching Rule b generally yields poor

performance under these operating conditions. This obser-

vation is logical since all types of queries arrive at the same

rate and each time a type 2 query arrives, the system must

reconfigure to architecture 2 in order to process the query.

7.2 Simple Tasks Arrive Infrequently

In this situation, the arrival rate of simple queries is much

lower compared to moderate and complex queries. In Table

1 B, we show that under these conditions a non-switching

st rat egy typically provides equal or superior performance

compared to any of the switching rules. Rule a does perform

slightly better under peak system load conditions which iu-

dicates that the overhead of switching maybe justified when

demand on the system is greatest. Otherwise, switching is

only beneficial when compared to non-switching if the sys-

tem is locked in architecture 2. Clearly, this would be a poor

choice unless almost all of the tasks were complex since in

architecture 2 only one cell is available for processing tasks

and considerable computational power is wasted when pro-

cessing simple or moderate queries.

7.3 Moderate and Complex Tasks Arrive Infrequently

In this situation, simple queries are much more frequent

than moderate or complex queries. An analogous situation
could be an environment where routine queries were very

frequent but critical or high priority queries requiring im-

mediate response and considerable processing power were

relatively rare. We propose that this is possibly the most

realistic sit uation that may be observed in an actual infor-

mation retrieval system. In Table lC, we show that at high

system load conditions any of the switching strategies tends

to provide better performance.
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Table 1: Simulation Results.

8 Analytical Model

In an attempt to improve the capabilities of the system,

an analytical system model was developed. This modeling

effort utilized a linear programming approach to determine

asymptotic bounds on the capabilities of the system. From

this, comparisons were made to the simulation based system,

and conclusions were drawn as to the switching rules that

were utilized. The primary motivation for this approach was

to determine (a) if the realization of the system architecture

allowed for a stable service effort for the incoming qnery

stream, and (b) if the switching strategy was pushing the

system closer to a desirable balance of effort as measured by

the percentage of time that the system spends processing in

any particular architecture.

In developing the model, we used the fact that for the

queuing system to remain stable, the traffic intensity ratio of

arrival rate A to service rate p must be less than one. For the

general case of M/M/k queues, where there are exponential

arrivals and service times, and k servers, this requirement is

stated as A/k,u < 1.

Extending this notion to our situation requires introduc-

ing the following not ation:

Q = set of query types numbered i.= 0,1,2

A = set of architecture types numbered

j= 0,1,2,3

~; = arrival rates for query type i
Pi = service rate for query type i in cell type i

k ,,3 = number of cells of type i in architecture j

P] = percentage of time that the system

remains in architecture j

A necessary system requirement, therefore, is the following:

the system must process all queries for a sufficient percent-

age of the total time such that the queues remain stable. For

the case where there is only one architecture, j, that contains

cells of type i, this can be interpreted as pj > i/(k,,j ,w). In
our example, queries of type 2 fall into this category, which

leads to the requirement that:

P2>; (7)

where Icz,z = 1. For query types O and 1, the procedure

for defining the percentages requires additional effort. Be-

ginning with type 1, let ~l/(pl kl,l pi), be the service con-

tribution of architecture 1 to servicing queries of type 1.

Similarly, J1/(p3 kl ,3pl ) is the service contribution of archi-

tecture 3 to query type 1. To combine the effects of the two

architecture types on overall system stability, we compute

the following relation (where kl,1 = 2 and kl,s = 1):

1
<1 (8)

*++
2PIPI P3MI

which vields:

(9)

A similar relationship for query type O can be derived as

(lo)

In general, then we can state that there will be a con-

straint relationship derived for each element of Q, and there
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will be a decision variable, P3, corresponding to each element
of A.

As a tool to derive a bound on system performance,

therefore, we developed a linear program (LP) that seeks

to determine the minimum percentage of time that the sys-

tem must spend processing queries in order to remain stable,

subject to the stability requirements given above, and the

feasibility requirement that the sum of the pj be less than

or equal to 1. The general model is given as:

Linear Programming Model (LP)

minimize p* = E,,A P,
sub iect to:

(11)

The specific formulation for our example, then, is given

as LPI below:

Linear Programming Model (LP1)

minimize p* = 2:=0 P,
subject to:

4po + 2ps > $

2pl+px>~
(12)

P2>~

Z;=o P3 51
pJ>O, j= 0,1,2

Here, we note that in solving LP1 for the minimal overall

percentage of processing time required for the system to

remain stable, we compute an instance of individual values
of p; (not necessarily unique) that yields p*. These P; then,

are an inst ante of the set of all possible PJ that would allow
for the queues to remain just barely stable.

With this information, we compared the results of LPI
to the values of P3 that were observed during the simulation
runs. This information provides insight into possible mod-
ifications to our reconfiguration strategies to improve the
performance of the system parameters.

9 Conclusions and Future Research

The results presented here are encouraging. It appears that

proper switching strategies, intelligently implemented, can

improve the performance of Reconfigurable Parallel Infor-

mation RetrievaJ Systems. However, additional effort is re-

quired to apply these results to an actual system. In partic-

ular, data from an operational information retrieval system

is necessaxy to fix the form of the distributions used in our

simulation.

Our effort models an eight node system with only three

classes of queries. While this provides some insight into the
stated problem, it is clearly not sufficient to develop tech-

niques for implementation in realistic information retrieval

systems. Additionally, our results, thus far, are confined to

ouly three reconfiguration strategies based on fairly restric-

tive assumptions. We will enhance the current simulation to

model a greater number of possible configuration types and

query classes to represent realistic systems. Further, we will

conduct experiments with a wide variety of incoming query

types, with varying system parameters, and develop a com-

bination of heuristic and analytical reconfiguration strate-

gies for efficiently processing such arrival streams. Finally,

we will use the optimal steady state percentages predicted

by our analytical model to ‘(tune” our switching rules which

should further improve our system performance parameters.
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